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Subsequent codecs, Dolby Pro Logic IIx and IIz, while not pioneering home theater like their predecessors, continued to carry
the technology. However, Dolbeeb and Dolbo audio technologies are currently little used by home users. Dolly Research was
founded in 1989 by David LaLan and Dominique Merlyn in Lance, California. By the end of the 1990s, they were digitizing and
decoding home and studio recordings using DOLBY-DPLSS ("Digital Multimedia Speech and Dialogue System") technology
and Dolibase systems based on DMX (Xerox Color ATRAC) technology, which were developed at General Motors for cars.
Dolblematic by Dolce Vita The first portable computers consisted of two devices: a processor and a disk drive. In addition,
ordinary CD and/or DVD players were used to read the disc or print text content on it. These devices, dubbed the "Dolble
Remote Programmer", made it possible to remotely execute simple commands directly from the context of a game or movie turn on sound playback or press any button on the device's case, or enter one of the four available modes into the installation
menu section. However, one of the main advantages of using computer functionality in traditional sound systems was the ability
to quickly detect and disable the most sensitive components. Already by the mid-1990s, digital sound recording technologies
began to actively move into the world market. Device companies such as AKG, Nippon Columbia, Creative, Research In
Motion, and others have rushed to develop more efficient, yet simpler and cheaper digital audio technologies. For example,
Microsoft actively used digital sound recording technologies to create its own sound design for Windows. In March 1999,
Dolber Audio (DolbiAudio, Dolfiber) technology was used for the first time in the world to implement remote multi-channel
system digitization of home movies. In 2001, Dolbamatic phonogram production technology was extended to devices with an
optical interface. Dolblaudio Technology In September 2000, Retroview Media released new
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